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Dan Aykroyd (1952 - ), from Ottawa, didn’t play Holmes (Michael Palin of
‘Monty Python’ fame did), but, he did play Dr. Watson in a 1978 skit on NBC
TV’s “Saturday Night Live”. In the near nine-minute sketch ‘The Forgotten

Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes’, “a coked-up Sherlock Holmes (Palin) has
trouble staying focused on his various cases and instead lives his life as a
paranoid detective who can become agitated at the slightest things. Palin
walking around with the rolled-up dollar bill up his nose was a great sight
gag coupled with the weird things he did like play violin and shoot at a
target on the wall. Jane Curtain was very funny as the maid (‘You should eat

more and sleep more and do a little less cocaine’) and Aykroyd was quite
good as well as the stuffy Dr. Watson, who is also concerned with Holmes’

consumption of the illicit drug. I especially liked the bit where Palin told
Aykroyd some man’s life story simply by looking at him but then learning
that it was simply a statue.” 1

Phil Hartman (1948 - 1998), born in Brantford, Ontario, as Dan Aykroyd
had done earlier, appeared as Dr. Watson in a "Saturday Night Live" skit. The
skit titled "Sherlock Holmes' Surprise Party" (1991), included Scarborough,
Ontario funnyman Mike Myers as Inspector Lestrade, and featured guest
host Jeremy Irons as Holmes.

What is Holmes like at a surpass party Hartman, as Dr. Watson, throws, you
can just imagine! Or watch a clip of it at: http://blogs.weta.org/tellyvisions/
2013/03/05/amazing-internet-things-classic-sherlock-holmes-saturdaynight-live-skit
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Meredith Henderson (1983 - ), born in Ottawa, Ontario, played Shirley
Holmes, Sherlock's grand-niece for 52 episodes of the superb children's TV
program "The Adventures Of Shirley Holmes" (1997-2000). When I
contacted her for an autograph she sent me a lengthy letter, in which she

expressed a desire to reprise the role as a grown-up Shirley. I'm sorry to see
that this never came to fruition. Perhaps someday, someone reading this
article will organize a kick-start program on that project. In another side
note from "The Adventures of Shirley Holmes", London, Canada's movie
heartthrob Ryan Gosling ("The Notebook") surely had one of his earliest
acting roles, as a bad boy, in an early episode of the show. An excellent
website, for all the information you could ever want, about "The Adventures
Of Shirley Holmes" is; http://shirleyholmes.damonford.com/

